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In the Northern part of England, not far from the Scottish
borders, a new architectural complex hosts important
governmental offices.
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project Mapei's products were on hand to resol-
ve a major problem that occurred in the flooring
of the atrium area. Cracks had appeared around
the metal pillars in several places throughout
the development, mainly due to shrinkage in
the screed. The way round this problem was for
the contractors to use MAPETEX SYSTEM*, a
completely removable installation system for
ceramic tiles and stone materials that can also
be used as an anti-fracture membrane. The area
was first carefully cleaned, then MAPETEX* non-
woven fabric was bonded with KERALASTIC*
high performance polyurethane adhesive. Tiles
were thereafter installed on this substrate like in
the rest of the atrium and provided with a flexi-
ble layer to avoid any future cracking.

B
enton Park View is a 26-hectare site
situated to the north of the city centre
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Great Britain.

This area lately underwent a redevelopment
project promoted by the Private Finance
Initiative (PFI).
Interserve Project Services is the company
that negotiated a 45 million pounds contract
to design and build new offices for the
Inland  Revenue and the Department for
Work and Pensions.
The Nedfar Project is situated on an existing
estate, where demolition works began in
May 2003. Following 70 weeks of develop-
ment, the completed buildings were handed
over to the Inland Revenue in October 2004.
The Nedfar complex comprises of two iden-

tical buildings divided into four cores, each with  a centre atrium with lifts.
The area is totally open plan over four floors and each floor overlooks the
main walkway. It features four office buildings linked in pairs together
with a restaurant block.Each three storey office block has a central atrium
which is used as a break area for employees and an area in which infor-
mal meetings and seminars can be held. Each pair of block has a glazed
link which not only contains the lifts but also incorporates formal
meeting rooms at first and second floor levels.
The offices are of a similar design to the previous phase with a few subtle
changes in certain materials and colour schemes which all remain in
keeping with the original design format.
The total floor area of the Nedfar office blocks amounts to about 23,290 m2.
The floor tiling in the atrium, restaurant and WC areas is a reconstructed
granite tile manufactured by Bisazza in large format (60x60 cm).
Two shades of the tile have been used in a regular grid pattern in order
to provide some visual relief and to help conceal the necessary move-
ment joints on such a large floor area. The toilets and the showers incor-
porated larger format ceramic floor tiling and Freestyle mosaic wall tiling
(47x47 cm) from Vitra.

Mapei's Contribution 
Mapei products were used to install over 3,000 m2 of wall and floor cove-
rings in the atrium, toilets and restaurant area.
ADESILEX P4* high performance, rapid setting, full contact cementitious
adhesive was used throughout the project to fix the Bisazza ‘Granit 90’
floor tiles to various areas of the building including atrium and restaurant
floors. This is an adhesive particularly suitable for interior and exterior
floor bonding of medium and large size ceramic tiles and stone material
slabs in environments subject to heavy traffic, as it was the case for the
Nedfar project. By using ADESILEX P4*, the floors were ready for light foot
traffic after approximately 4 hours, with full use possible after 24 hours.
After 4 hours the floors were ready for grouting with ULTRACOLOR* high
performance grout, which resulted an ideal product for such a large scale
project as it ensures uniformity of colour, does not produce surface efflo-
rescence and dries quickly, thus allowing the floor surfaces to be put into
use after a relatively short time.
In the toilet and shower areas about 1100 m2 of Freestyle mosaic tiles
manufactured by Vitra were installed on the walls with ADESILEX P25*, a
ready-to-use paste adhesive with no vertical slip and extended open
time, which has now been replaced by MAPEGRID D2 on the UK
market*. Grouting was again carried out with ULTRACOLOR*.
The Bisazza ‘Granit 90’ floor tiles were also bonded on the WC floors with
KERAQUICK* adhesive mixed with LATEX PLUS* latex admixture, which
improves deformability to meet the requirements of class S2 according
to EN 12002. It also ensured high bonding strength and allowed the con-
tractors to walk on the flooring area after only 2-3 hours. ULTRACOLOR*
guaranteed perfect grouting of the floors also in this area. In the Nedfar

*Mapei Products: the products referred
to in this article belong to the “Products
for Ceramic Tiles and Stone Materials”
range. The technical data sheets are
available on the “Mapei Global Infonet”
CD/DVD and from the web site:
www.mapei.com.
Mapei adhesives and grouts conform to
EN 12004 and EN 13888 standards.
Adesilex P4 (C2F): high performance
rapid setting full contact cementitious adhesive for
ceramic tiles and stone material.
Adesilex P25 (D1TE): ready-to-use paste adhesive
with no vertical slip and extended open time for cera-
mic tiles.
N.B.This product has been replaced in the UK market
by Mapegrip D2 ready-for-use water resistant paste
adhesive.
Keralastic (R2): high performance two-component
polyurethane adhesive for ceramic tiles and stone
material.
Keraquick (C2FT): high performance, deformable,
rapid setting cementitious adhesive with no vertical
slip for ceramic tiles and stone material.
Latex Plus: latex admixtures inducing elasticity to be
mixed with Keraquick.
Mapetex System: completely removable installation
system for ceramic tiles and stone material. Can also
be used as an anti-fracture and removable membrane.
Ultracolor (CG2): fast-setting and drying, anti-efflo-
rescence grout for joints from 2 to 20 mm, available in
26 colours. N.B. The product has been replaced by
Ultracolor Plus.
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